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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which will unloads/loads ABAP Table data from/into the
database?
A. R3LDCTL
B. R3LOAD
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A scientific customer is evaluating the IBM TS4500 against the
Spectra Logic and Quantum Scalar i6000 and suggests that there
is no difference since these vendors use IBM manufactured
drives in their libraries.
What is a key advantage of the IBM TS4500?
A. Faster move time for tape mounts
B. Standard 19" rack form factor
C. Modular frames for expansion
D. Vendor agnostic media reporting
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
What does the prudent man rule require?
A. Senior officials to perform their duties with the care that
ordinary, prudent people would exercise under similar
circumstances
B. Senior officials to follow specified government standards
C. Senior officials to guarantee that all precautions have been
taken and that no breaches of security can occur
D. Senior officials to post performance bonds for their actions
Answer: A
Explanation:
*Answer "Senior officials to post performance bonds for their
actions" is a distracter and is not part of the prudent man
rule.
* Answer "Senior officials to guarantee that all precautions
have been taken and that no breaches of security can occur" is
incorrect because it is not possible to guarantee that breaches
of security can never occur.
* Answer "Senior officials to follow specified government
standards" is incorrect because the prudent man rule does not
refer to a specific government standard but relates to what
other prudent persons would do.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A customer has a company-wide power outage scheduled and needs
to gracefully power off a 2-node cluster.
In this scenario, which of two steps should be performed?

(Choose two.)
A. Use OnCommand System Manager to halt the controllers.
B. Use the halt -node * command.
C. Use the halt -node * -skip-lif-migration-before-shutdown
true -inhibit-takeover true command.
D. Invoke an AutoSupport message to indicate a planned
maintenance time.
Answer: B,C
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